Mr. Clayton has applied for a temporary permit for 24 head of cattle to graze in the Burgess Springs Experimental Pastures in 1953.

In order that we may make out his statement, would you please let us know your plans for this year in regard to these pastures and how many head you wish permitted there and how they should be managed.

24 head of yearling heifers should run freely among the east and west timber pasture and the two meadow pastures. The herds should mix freely. All interior gates should be opened and water made available in both the timber and meadow corrals. Salt in the corrals. Grazing season June 1, approx. to Oct 1, approx.Approved.

Joseph V. Flynn
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February 10, 1953

In reply to Ranger Flynn's memorandum of February 10, we would like to have the 2½ head of stock (yearlings, if possible) graze in the Burgess Spring pastures this summer. The animals should have access to all four pastures (east and west timber and east and west meadow) until about August 1. All gates between pastures should be kept open. After August 1,

the west timber pasture should be closed to grazing and only the other three (east timber and east and west meadow) grazed. The gates between these latter pastures should still be kept open so the animals can move from one to the other. Place salt in the corrals where the livestock scales are located.

The animals are needed in the pastures during the regular permitted grazing season which as we remember is from about June 1 to October 1.